
Channel Blinds  
by Coolabah Shades 

Channel Blinds are an ideal solu�on 
to enclose your outside pergola or 
Alfresco area. 
Using a roller tube and a crank 
gearbox, the blind is operated using 
the removable crank handle. 
The Channel blind is ideal where 
various fixing heights is a require-
ment. They are also suitable when 
no gaps down the sides is essen�al. 
The Channel blind can be operated 
using the hand crank or it can be 
motorised with a remote control. 

For more informa�on please contact Coolabah Shades, 03 9078 4533, info@coolabahshades.com.au 



��Easily installed to existing pergola, Alfresco or 

Veranda areas

��No gaps down the sides 

��Custom colours available for Channels and 

bottom rail 

��Blind can be fixed at multiple heights 

��Choice of  PVC or Shademesh fabrics

��No headbox, Colorbond hood or fully en-

closed headbox options 

��Manual crank or motorised options available 

Key Features 

Technology at work for you 
CONNECTING YOUR BUSINESS TO THE TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES 
YOU NEED 

The Channel blind is ideal where the convenience of the crank roller 
system is required but the ability to fix the blind at various heights 
with no gaps down the sides is a must. 

With a sturdy 7:1 ratio crank gearbox (or 11:1 ratio for larger blinds) 
the blind is unwound to the desired height, Engage the slide locks 
into hole inside the channel and tighten the knob, the blind is then 
retracted a little to tension the fabric up 

 

To retract the blind, 
simply release the ten-
sion, disengage the 
slide locks from the 
channel and wind the 
blind back up until it is 
conveniently rolled up 
under the Pergola, Al-
fresco or Veranda roof. 

 

Available in Clear or Tint Achilles Premium 1mm Rollclear PVC or 
in a variety of colours in 94% or 99% shade mesh there is a blind to 
suit any area. 

A single blind can span 
upto 5m wide x 4m drop. 
Wider openings can be 
spanned using multiple 
blinds. A removable post 
option is available to allow 
for uninterrupted views 
when the blinds are up.  

% or 99% shade mesh there is a blind to 

For more informa�on please contact Coolabah Shades, 03 9078 4533, info@coolabahshades.com.au 

Manual Crank Operation 

Slide lock with Knob 



 

 

 

The Channel blind can be mounted under an existing 
structure without using a pelmet hood where it is pro-
tected from the elements. When mounting on the out-
side of the structure then a cover is required to pro-
tect the fabric from the elements when not in use. Ei-
ther a standard open hood in Colorbond can be add-
ed, or if a more aesthetic look is required, then a fully 
enclosed powder coated aluminium headbox can be 
used.  

 

 

Slide lock with Knob 


